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Meals - £6.50 | £10 with Beer or Pop Prosecco
Halloumi burgers with winter slaw and jumbo onion rings (v) 
egg | gluten | milk

Dirty vegan burger with tangy sauce, vegan cheese and onions (v/vg) (gf)  
sulphur

Shredded beef tacos with chef’s pink pickles, crisp salad and optional hot sauce 
may contain wheat

Thai pop pop sticky chicken with rice and sesame coating  
sesame | celery | sulphites | soya bean | gluten | nuts

SIDES & DIPS
Fries (v/vg) £2.00 | Sweet potato fries (v/vg) - £2.50
Loaded sweet fries topped with cheese, chillies, garlic mayo (v) - £4.00
Dips: Garlic mayo (v) egg | Barbecue (v/vg) | Sweet chilli (v/vg) sesame - £1.00

DOUGHNUT TOWERS
Sugared doughnuts with chocolate sauce gluten | milk | soya - £2.00 eachDrinks
Drinks
Café - Ground Floor
Cocktails | £6
White Russian
Kahlua, Stolichnaya vodka, milk and cream

Orange Caipirinha
Cachaça, Cointreau, splash soda, lime quarters,  
orange pieces, basil leaves

Pink Fizz
Raspberry Stoli or JJ Whitley rhubarb vodka,  
topped with chilled prosecco

Blue Gin and Peach Cooler
Peach schnapps, Gordon’s gin infused with butterfly 
pea flower, Fentimans tonic

Brain Grenade Mini Fishbowl
Raspberry Stoli, JJ Whitley rhubarb vodka,  
soda water, cranberry juice, lime juice

Dylan’s mocktail of the month | £3.50
Peach Berry Twist 
Passion fruit puree, Paisley Drinks Co. raspberry & 
lemonade, raspberries + basil garnish

Crafts in the café
Bearface lager 440ml can 4.4% - £4.50
Gladeye IPA 440ml can 5.2%- £4.50
Seven peaks session IPA 440ml can 3.9% - £4.50

Tower grab bar - Towerbase
Pop prosecco - £4.50
Bearface craft lager - £4.50
Paisley Drink Co. sodas - £3.45

Alba Gin Bar - Floor 2
Cocktails | £6
Pink Gin Fizz
Edinburgh plum and vanilla gin, prosecco, dash of 
electric bitters, topped with lemonade

PH6.9
Caorunn Scottish gin, Martini Rosso, 
rhubarb syrup, pineapple juice

Bluebird
Hendricks gin, blue curacao, soda water,  
lime juice

Spiced Elderflower Collins
Darnley spiced gin, lemon juice,  
elderflower cordial, soda water

Colour Changing Neon G+T
Gordon’s gin infused with butterfly pea flower, 
Fentimans tonic

Hive bar - Floor 1
Bottle of Botter prosecco - £23.00
Glass of prosecco - £4.50
Beers from £3.75

Test Tube Shooters | £3
PB+J - Frangelico, Crème de cassis
The Monkey’s lunch - Banana bols, Lychee Liqueur
The dude - Kahlua, Baileys Irish cream



Popcorn Patrol

‘Mackies of Scotland’ have provided over 100 packs of popcorn that have been hidden around the 
building. Will you find a salty or sweet treat as you are exploring the science centre?

Anatomy of a Soundtrack | Ground Floor - Atrium 19.30 - 20.15

A film soundtrack is integral to the entire cinematic experience along with the visuals. Glasgow 
School of Art’s Dr. Jessica Argo and Ronan Breslin will explore the fundamental elements of a 
film soundtrack accompanied by some seminal examples of film sound design and music from 
cinematic history. 

Cloud House | Ground Floor - Atrium | 21.00 - 22.00

‘One of Scotland’s promising new bands’ - straight from headlining at King Tuts, Cloud House will 
be performing a live set. Don’t miss your chance to see them! 

Combat for Films and TV (40mins) | Towerbase South | 18.45, 19.45, 20.45 (limited seats available)

With demonstrations of techniques, explanations and reveals of some ‘movie magic’, Strike Fight 
Company will show you how fights can be used to tell a story, develop characters and, most 
importantly, be good fun to watch! 

SAVED | Towerbase North (limited seats available)

Music Performance (30mins) | 18.30, 20.30
SAVED by Graeme Leak is a multi-layered, poly-rhythmic, retro-mechanical, hypnotic, dynamic and 
magical world that gently leads audiences to a place where the mundane becomes beautiful and 
surprising, full of new possibilities and meaning. The audience is taken quietly on a journey into a 
gentle and eccentric world of music and sound.

Show and Tell (30mins) | 19.15, 21.15
Graeme Leak will lift the bonnet to reveal the wiring, the makings and the science behind his 
beloved sound objects, including spinning speakers, amplified surfaces, retro-fitted AM radios, DIY 
string instruments, speakers working as microphones and speed-modified kitchen utensils.

Silent Disco | Drop-in - Floor 1 | 19.00 - 21.00, 22.00 - 22.20

Kick off your weekend and get your boogie on, proudly supported by HMV Glasgow.

Phabricate a Phenakistoscope | Drop in - Lab - Floor 2 | 18.00 - 22.00

Make a phenakistoscope, the first widespread animation device that created a fluid illusion of 
motion. Collect your components and construct your very own to take home.

Good Vibrations - not just for ‘Boomers’ | Drop in - Floor 2 | 18.00 - 22.00

Whack these boom sticks and have a go at making some music with our colourful Boomwhackers.

Blockbuster Science (35mins) | Floor 1 - Science Show Theatre | 18.30, 19.20, 20.10, 21.00, 21.50 

Sometimes the science in movies doesn’t always get it right, but when the silver screen inspires 
scientists, the results can be amazing. Come with us on a journey from blockbuster blunders to the 
incredible inventions in well-loved films that have gone from science fiction to science fact! 

In A Galaxy Far Far Away (20mins) | Floor 1 - The Planetarium | 18.45, 19.15, 19.45, 20.15, 20.45

Fly to a galaxy far, far away, explore the double suns of alien worlds, and travel faster than light 
throughout the Universe aboard the Millennium Falcon - all from the comfort of your seat in our 
amazing Planetarium! 

Movement-Based Music Making | Ground Floor - The Egg 

What does it sound like when I move like this? Try out some movement-based electronic music 
making and learn how to make sounds with sensors and hacked games controllers from University 
of the West of Scotland and the Glasgow Laptop Orchestra. See how movement turns into data and 
data turns into music.

Sound Design for the Real World | Floor 1

Virtual reality is becoming more and more common place to show ideas, inform design and enhance 
our understanding especially when it is combined with calibrated sound design to create a truly 
realistic and immersive experience. Join us for a personal demonstration of these technologies and 
to make your own informed ‘design decisions’ based on your immersive experience.

IMAX at Cineworld Glasgow Science Centre | Floor 1

A lot goes in to delivering the most Immersive cinema experience in the world. Our team from 
Cineworld will talk through and demonstrate what it takes to get a film into the cinema and on the 
screen. We will have real film hard drives and the protective equipment used when changing the 
xenon bulbs that light up the screen. 

The Sound of Science | Floor 2

Music is everywhere. Yet, have you ever stopped and wondered about the science behind making 
music? Well, wonder no more! We’ll have experts from ‘guitarguitar’ on hand to reveal all...

ULTRAsound: From inside your body to outer space | Floor 2

Newly launched Centre of Medical and Industrial Ultrasonics based at the University of Glasgow 
stimulates world leading research in the field of ultrasound. View a range of ultrasonic devices from 
miniaturised devices for surgery to large planetary drills. Also try a navigated surgical testing rig.

SciCurious Podcast Presents: the experts! | Floor 3

SciCurious is the podcast that highlights LGBT people in STEM, and now, we’re letting you get up close 
and personal with the queer side of science! We’ll be presenting two of our experts for you to chat to, 
each with their own research on show. Listen to their interviews on the pod and come along to ask 
them any questions you might have. It’s your chance to get hands on with cutting edge STEM research! 

VR for care settings
Since the VR renaissance many researchers have explored the possibility of immersive technology 
for therapy. Come along and try two VR experiences designed to enhance the concentration and 
attention of individuals in a physical disabilities community centre. 

Thunder and lightning (observing gravitational and electromagnetic waves) 
On 17th August 2017, both gravitational waves and light were observed for the first time coming 
from the merger of two neutron stars. Come along to find out more about the importance of multi-
messenger astronomy and gravitational waves, and how these joint observations are possible. 

Welcome to Science Lates - Sound and Screen. Here are all the activities we have in store for 
you throughout the building. Make sure you join the queue for the Science Show Theatre and 
Planetarium shows at least 30 minutes before the show starts. 


